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Trio for Violin, Cello and Piano 20’
Moderato
TSIAJ
Moderato

Navarro Trio: Marilyn Thompson, piano; Jay Zhong, violin; Jill Brindel, cello

Selections from 114 Songs 10’
Jenny Bent, conductor
Select Choir from Symphonic Chorus
At the River (Chorus) 1916
The Children's Hour (Rachel) 1901
Two Little Flowers (Jamelia) 1921
The Cage: (Rachel Levin) 1906
Songs My Mother Taught Me (Chorus) 1895
Memories 1897 (Rachel)
Forward Into Light (Jamelia) 1898
Serenity (Chorus)

The Unanswered Question 6’
Daniel Gianola-Norris, trumpet
Student String Quartet
Kathleen Reynolds, flute, Laura Reynolds, oboe,
Roy Zajac and student performer, clarinet

Three Quarter Tone Pieces 6’
Madison Kaminsky and Nicholas Maritz, pianos

From The Steeples and the Mountains 4’
Thom Limbert and Anthony Gonzales, chimes
Daniel Gianola-Norris and Dave Len Scott, trumpet
Tony Collins, trombone

Variations on America 8’
tba, organ